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The Kenya Financial Sector Deepening (FSD) programme was established in
early 2005 to support the development of financial markets in Kenya as a
means to stimulate wealth creation and reduce poverty. Working in partnership with the financial services industry, the programme’s goal is to expand
access to financial services among lower income households and smaller
enterprises. It operates as an independent trust under the supervision of
professional trustees, KPMG Kenya, with policy guidance from a Programme
Investment Committee (PIC). Current funders include the UK’s Department
for International Development (DFID), the Swedish International Development
Agency (SIDA) and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation..
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T

he value of finance does not arise in finance
itself. Real value is created in the real world.
Value-adding finance looks to what finance does
and enables people to in their everyday lives.
We however seem to have lost sight of this. In our
enthusiasm to expand the financial system we’ve
focused too much on the financial system itself.
When FSD was established 13 years ago, we thought
we only needed to establish access to financial
services for lower income people and smaller scale
businesses. We assumed that markets would evolve
and real-world solutions would arise naturally. But
with financial inclusion at levels unprecedented in
Kenya’s history this is yet to happen. Many people
have accounts in various forms, but those accounts
are rarely used because they are not solving real,
everyday problems. To address this, we need to go
back to the basics and ask how value can be created
and how financial solutions can facilitate what lowincome people and business want to achieve in their
lives.
David Ferrand
Director
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Our approach

T

he conceptual underpinning of FSD’s work is
the “making markets work for the poor” (M4P)
approach, which emerged as an increasingly
influential development paradigm over the last
decade.

systemic constraints and bring about largescale and
sustainable change.” This approach provided the
original impetus for the establishment of FSD Kenya
and has guided our activities for the past twelve
years. Making markets work for the poor starts with
an interrogation of how markets are currently working,
where the poor are situated within them and what will
determine future development trajectories. Looking at
the market system as a whole helps us understand the
current state and potential future of financial inclusion
in Kenya.

M4P is “an approach to developing market systems
that benefit poor people, offering them the capacities
and opportunities to enhance their lives. Building on a
detailed understanding of market systems and a clear
vision of the future, M4P allows agencies to address

Figure 1: Elements of the market system
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 The starting point is
the core function of
markets: transactions
between supply and
demand. The basis of any
transaction is the creation of
value for those engaging in it. From
the perspective of the demand
side, the first question to consider
is the application of the financial
service: what use does it offer? If
financial services are to become
truly accessible to most Kenyans,
affordability is critical. Costs will
need to reduce further. Finally,
the participants in a financial
transaction need to trust that the
other party will honor its side of the
deal.
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 The ability of financial services
to create value through offering
useful solutions to real world
problems at an affordable price
underpinned by confidence in
the outcomes is shaped by the
market’s supporting functions
and rules.

fo

 The supporting
functions include:
(1) industry infrastructure
such as credit information
sharing systems, payment
systems, security depositories and
collateral registries; and
(2) service markets most notably
the ability to outsource functions
to specialist players to exploit scale
and specialisation efficiencies.
 Although much attention tends
to be focused on the formal rules
of the game (laws and regulation
together with enforcement), the
informal rules (habits and norms,
attitudes and mental models) play
an equally significant role.
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K

enya’s national development objectives as
articulated in Vision 2030, the Government
of Kenya’s long-term plan, is to “create a globally
competitive and prosperous nation with a high
quality of life by 2030”.
Vision 2030 emphasises that all Kenyans should enjoy
a high quality of life. The link between financial market
development and poverty reduction is the sole rational
for the FSD programme. In looking to the future, we
need to ask what constrains the sector from making
a transformational impact on lower-income markets.
Our current six-year strategy for the period 2016 to
2021 focusses on all three core elements through
which value is created by financial inclusion: use, cost
and trust. There has long been an implicit assumption
that the only important constraint is cost.

Rules of the
game shift
incentives in
favour of poor

This certainly remains a significant factor but it is
unlikely to be sufficient. Reiterating our approach
to market development, we believe that realizing
the promise of inclusion depends on developing
financial solutions which address real world problems.
In other words, we need financial services which do
useful things for people and businesses. Low levels
of utilisation of many services often reflect that the
current services are not especially useful. They also
need to be underpinned by a stronger degree of trust.
Addressing these three elements we believe is the
key to developing a financial system which delivers
real value to low-income people. The result should
be sustainable improvement in their lives through
facilitating growth, improving resilience and allowing
people to make more choices which directly improve
their quality of life.

Market capacity to
innovate solutions for
real world needs of
people and business

Efficient and
open industry
infrastructure
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Market development
outcomes

Shared collective
vision of how the
financial sector
should develop

Financial services
useful to people
and businesses

FSD’s objectives

02
Greater trust
across financial
markets

Financial services
more affordable

KSH

Development of a finacial
system which delivers real
value to low-income people

FSD’s goal
Growth

03

KSH

Quality of life

Resilience

Sustainable improvements
in the lives of lower income
people in Kenya
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Financial inclusion: where are we?

T

he Global Findex database is the World Bank’s
data set on how adults in over 140 economies
save, borrow, make payments and manage risk.
There have been three survey rounds so far –
2011, 2014 and 2017. All the data in this section
is drawn from the 2017 Global Findex database
unless otherwise stated.

other financial institution such as a credit union, a
microfinance institution or cooperative or have used a
mobile money account to pay bills or send or receive
money in the past 12 months. The gender gap of eight
percentage points has however persisted since the
2014 study.
Of the one fifth (approximately 5.3 million) of Kenyan
adults that are still unbanked, two-thirds of them are
women.

According to the 2017 Global Findex report, 82%
of Kenyans have a financial account at a bank or

% of population age 15+

Figure 2: Financial inclusion over the years (%)
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Figure 3: Financial exclusion by gender (%)

7%
Excluded
6

Men without
an account
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Women without
an account
(Age 15+)
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Banking on digital finance
The potential of digital financial services to provide
affordable, convenient and safe financial services to
the poor continues to grow. Close to three out of every
four Kenyans (73%) have a mobile money account. This
has boosted overall account ownership. More Kenyan

adults have a mobile money account than they do a
financial institution account. Notably, the share of
Kenyans holding only a financial institution account
more than halved in 2017.

Figure 4: Financial institution vs mobile money accounts

% of population age 15+
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and mobile money
account

Can mobile money shrink the gender gap?
While men are 18 percentage points more likely to have
both types of accounts, women are 11 percentage
points more likely than men to have a mobile money
account only. It however remains to be seen whether
mobile money accounts can close the gender gap. A

research brief commissioned by FSD on the gender and
age dimensions of mobile money adoption in Kenya
found that men and women perceive the advantages
and disadvantages of mobile money differently. Men
demonstrated an ambivalence about mobile money,

Figure 5: Financial institution vs mobile money accounts by gender

% of population age 15+
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“Financial inclusion
is not an end in itself
but a means to an
end—when people
have a safe place to
save money as well
as access to credit
when needed, they are
better able to manage
financial risk.”
2017 Global Findex

8
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while 37% reported saving for business – more than
2.5 times the global average of 14%.

claiming that it both galvanized earning potential,
especially through facilitating business, while also
exposing them to relatives and acquaintances making
claims on those earnings. Women, on the other hand,
were greater proponents of mobile money and the
changes it offered them in everyday life. They often
described their transfers to other women not in the
language of obligation but affection and care. They
also cited improved opportunities to earn and access
financial capital from friends and colleagues without
husbands or fathers knowing, as well as an improved
ability to support elderly women and mothers.

% of population age 15+

Figure 6: Saving in the past year

70% of Kenyans reported saving in 2017. While the
share of those saving at either financial institutions
or using a savings club or a person outside both
decreased in 2017, more Kenyans still save informally.
The 2017 survey also asked about two specific reasons
for saving—for old age and to start, operate, or expand
a business. In Kenya, 15% reported saving for old age
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The digital credit revolution
The 2017 survey recorded a slight increase in the number
of Kenyans who borrowed from a financial institution
during the past year but a 15% decrease in the share of
those borrowing from family or friends.
FSD Kenya in partnership with the Central Bank of
Kenya, Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and the
Consultative Group to Assist the Poor conducted a
nationally representative phone survey to measure the
impact of digital credit services. The findings suggest
that digital credit has become a leading source of credit
in Kenya and that it is mostly used to finance working
capital and day-to-day consumption needs. More than
one in four Kenyans – over 6 million people – has taken

17 %

Borrowed digital loans
in the last 90 days

23 %

Does not own a personal
mobile phone and unliklely
to borrow digitally

KSH

a digital loan. While this represents a tremendous step
for formal financial inclusion, more research is needed
to understand the real economic and social impact of
digital credit on low-income Kenyans. Digital borrowers
tend to borrow frequently, and it is, therefore, important
to build better mechanisms to monitor consumer
protection and over-indebtedness. Despite the growth
of the market, digital credit is not reaching everyone.
It remains ill-suited for most of the population whose
livelihoods are characterized by irregular cash-flows,
such as farmers and casual workers. Reaching these
segments will require a deeper understanding of their
financial lives, the key risks that they face, and the dayto-day liquidity needs.

51%

51
%
Has a phone but never
borrowed digitally

10
%
Borrowed digital loans

more than 90 days ago
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F

SD

Our portfolio
Kenya

works

to

support

the

development of a financial system which

delivers real value to low-income people
by addressing the barriers of usefulness,
affordability and trust. Our work is organised
into four focal areas of work.
It starts with creating a clear, shared, long-term
vision in Kenya for the financial services sector
and its developmental role. This will help shape
the specific rules of the game for the market
– laws and regulation – and the evolution of
financial sector infrastructure. The ability of
market players to deliver real value will be
determined by the incentives and opportunities
created by the rules and infrastructure. But it
also depends on improving the market capacity
to create better financial solutions to real world
problems. The following pages will illustrate key
initiatives in each area.
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Long-term policy
and research
Shared vision across stakeholder groups of how the
financial system should develop to support national
development objectives and specifically
the reduction of poverty.

Regulation
Supportive policy and regulatory environment in
which the formal rules that govern the financial
system shift incentives in favour of low-income
consumers and smaller-scale enterprises.

Industry infrastructure
Efficient and open finance industry infrastructure
supporting increased competition, expanded
services and lower costs

Innovations
Market capacity and incentive to innovate financial
solutions for real world problems of poor households
and economies of the poor.
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The emerging impacts of digital credit

I

n just five years, digital credit has allowed millions of Kenyans to access formal
credit, many for the first time. In 2009, only 20% of Kenyans with phones had ever
taken a formal loan and by 2017, it was 55%. Over 25 digital lending products have
emerged since M-Shwari’s 2012 launch.

In 2017, 18% of mobile-owning adults were borrowing
from mobile loan providers; more than those
borrowing from friends, family or shopkeepers.
Digital loans are now likely to be the most
common way people borrow.
The potential benefits to low-income
borrowers who usually don’t have a
formal credit history are particularly
significant. It helps the poor manage
unpredictable incomes and cope
with shocks that require an immediate
response—like illness or drought. But
because of its rapid proliferation, there
aren’t yet many studies on the social and
economic impacts. We need
to be particularly
mindful of the

potential harm to both consumers and the economy
should debt prove unmanageable.
To help fill the knowledge gap, FSD Kenya worked
with Professor Tavneet Suri of the MIT Sloan School
of Management to evaluate the economic impact
of M-Shwari loans, including consumption, asset
accumulation and risk management.
To isolate the impact of credit, the study compared
people who just barely qualified for loans to those
who just barely missed qualifying based on their
credit scores when they enrolled. While it wasn’t a
fully randomised controlled trial (RCT), comparing
such similar groups was a good approximation.
The study found that access to M-Shwari’s small,
instant loans increased ability to pay for education
(those who qualified were 5% more likely to have
spent on education) and to smooth shocks (those who
qualified were nearly 5% less likely to forego medical
expenses in the event of an adverse shock).
Other outcomes such as savings,
employment and consumption
were not affected, suggesting
M-Shwari has mostly helped
bridge cash shortages rather
than invest and build assets
for the future.
It’s important to keep in mind
that these findings cannot be
generalised for the entire population of M-Shwari
borrowers; just to those assigned low credit scores
at registration. As the market for digital loans
grows and diversifies, further research is needed
to help build a more complete and timely picture
of how and whether these products can improve
Kenyans’ lives.
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Beyond the access strand: developing a
new measurement framework for Kenya

F

SD firmly believes that financial inclusion is not an end in itself—it’s a means to
improve the lives of under-served populations. Or, as we put it, ‘creating value
through financial inclusion.’

Or, as we put it, ‘creating value through financial
inclusion.’ In the past we had thought that this value
would be created as people gained access to the
financial system. We now know that we have to take
a more active approach to building inclusive financial
systems. And the way we measure financial inclusion
is just as important as how we define it. So how do we
develop new measurements that reflect this evolving
view?

subtract value. Digital credit, for example, can enable
people to manage their finances better but it can also
cause some people to build up unmanageable debt.

For a long time, Kenya has measured financial inclusion
through the access strand framework, or the uptake
of formal accounts [link to FA 2016 headline report].
But just having a financial service doesn’t necessarily
deliver value—in fact, in the worst case it may even

i2i was already working on a needs-based approach,
which focuses on whether financial devices are
helping people make transactions, manage liquidity,
invest and manage shocks—rather than just whether
the number of formal accounts are increasing.

In 2017, FSD, the Central Bank of Kenya (CBK) and
Insight 2 Impact (i2i), who were all separately working
on the issue, began collaboratively developing a
new set of measures that will be tracked in the 2018
FinAccess survey.

The MDHI
FSD has also been developing its own measure: the multidimensional financial
health index (MDHI). It is similar but focuses less on usage and more on
outcomes. It assesses financial health in terms of three abilities: to
manage day-to-day, to invest in the future and to cope with risk.
These measures are then linked with data on how frequent and
recent account usage is, the service quality (based on things
like consumer protection) and the formality of the service.
This helps us understand whether the financial sector is
helping people to meet their real world needs.
FSD, CBK and i2i combined these approaches
and tested a revised way to measure financial
access through a 140-household pilot in
December 2017. The results are helping
refine the 2018 FinAccess survey instrument
and develop a new set of measures to
track progress towards financial inclusion
in Kenya.
We don’t just want to change the way we
think about inclusion, we want to change
the way it is developed—and delivered.

13
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Leveraging alternative collateral to deliver
agricultural credit

T

he seven million Kenyans who earn most of
their living from agriculture are often unable
to access sufficient credit to expand or improve
productivity.
Small-scale farmers are viewed as risky and attract less
than 4% of the banking sector’s credit. While there is
funding from other sources like unsecured salary loans
and social network remittances, the investment gap is
significant. But lending to the sector is tough: there’s
limited data for lenders to use; reaching customers in
remote areas is costly; and it’s hard to have efficient
collateral and credit collection systems for small loans.
                                                                                                                       
FSD Kenya partnered with M-KOPA Labs to try and
tackle these problems. M-KOPA Labs is the research
and development arm of the company that offers payas-you-go solar energy products such as lights and
phone chargers. M-KOPA was an ideal partner because
half of their customers make most of their money from
agriculture and the other half have a secondary income
from agriculture. They have also creatively solved the
sector’s credit problem by using their solar products
as collateral, which have remotely activated switches
so they can only be used if payments are up-to-date.
Payments are small and made using mobile money,
which also provides a ready source of data to help make

14

lending decisions. Their model has already reached
over 600,000 households and small businesses.
M-KOPA Labs first looked at the potential to lend to
small farming households who had recently completed
payment in a reasonable time or who were close to
doing so. Borrowers were offered the opportunity to
acquire farming inputs and make repayments for the
new loan through the same pay-as-you-go model,
using their solar products as collateral. Pilots tested
finance for several inputs: supplies for chicken rearing
in Thika; fertiliser for maize in Bungoma and Eldoret;
water storage tanks in Machakos and Makueni; and
supplies for cabbage and potato farming in Kapsabet
and Marakwet.
The results were impressive: every item saw repayment
rates similar to the solar power system—some even
higher. The fertiliser pilot was the most popular: about
20% of farmers chose it and all said they’d do it again.
One lesson from the pilots was the need to innovate
around fulfilment and delivery. A digital credit voucher
would capitalise on existing supply chains and enable
farmers to select inputs for their specific crop and
soil type. M-KOPA is already iterating; expanding the
number of customers offered farming inputs and
streamlining distribution.
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The National Safety Net Programme (NSNP)

O

ne of the most effective tools for fighting poverty and hunger is providing safety
nets through direct and predictable cash transfers to the poorest households.

The Kenyan government today spends close to Ksh
20 billion annually on cash transfer programmes and
this is only expected to increase with the recently
introduced universal pension for those aged over
70. The transfers are administered through the State
Department of Social Protection under the Ministry
of Labour & Social Protection (ML&SP). The Ministry’s
vision is to implement a robust payment system
integrated with the government payments system to
ensure payments are delivered in a more accessible,
affordable and flexible manner.
The Ministry requested FSD Kenya’s support in
implementing this vision for the next phase of the
cash transfer programmes. FSD assessed the current
situation and identified the challenges and gaps to
inform the new design. Significant progress has been
made with approval by the Ministry to procure multiple
payment service providers (PSPs). With extensive
branch and agent networks from a number of providers
now reaching much of the population it was no longer
felt necessary to contract a single PSP to deliver
payments. Under the new arrangement beneficiaries
will be able to choose which PSP through which they
will access their cash transfers. Having multiple PSPs
not only gives beneficiaries more choice in where they

access their entitlement but is also expected to result
in cost gains for the government from stronger pricebased competition.
To cater for the special challenges of reaching more
remote areas the solution allows tiered pricing. PSPs
will receive higher fees for serving beneficiaries in
more remote parts of the country where the costs of
delivery are necessarily higher. Increased integration
is anticipated over time with greater sharing of the
agents providing cash-out services. Again the aim is
to enhance competition, efficiency and choice.
Appropriately much of the public attention given to
safety net systems is focused on determining who most
needs the support, how much and, of course, the fiscal
sustainability. The payments solution is nevertheless a
critical and perhaps not as widely recognised part of
the system. A cost efficient and reliable way to deliver
regular payments is critical to this ambitious plan to
improve social protection in Kenya. The new solution,
which will formally launch in the first half of 2018, is
eventually expected to reach almost 1.2 million people.
Many of these will be acquiring a bank account for the
first time.

Under the new arrangement
beneficiaries will be able to choose
which PSP through which they will
access their cash transfers

15
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The Payments Association of Kenya (PAK)

A

n efficient national payment system is critical to the development of a stable
economy. This year, Kenya made a major step in this direction when it officially
registered the Payments Association of Kenya (PAK).
PAK is Kenya’s payment system management body (PSMB), which leads dialogue between the
payments system players (banks and non-banks) to establish common rules that improve the
efficiency and affordability of the Kenyan retail payment system. The PSMB will also help create a
level playing field by ensuring low barriers to entry and preserving competition and incentives
for investment and innovation. Moreover, it will support the Central Bank of Kenya’s
(CBK) oversight mandate by providing a platform for players to self-regulate. Without
a properly functioning PSMB, retail payments in Kenya will continue to grow in an
uncoordinated fashion making real gains difficult — especially from a financial
inclusion perspective.

“Anchored on the
PAK was preceded by the National Payment System (NPS) Act, which was
National Payments
gazetted in 2014. In line with the Act it is anticipated that it will have
System Act (2011)
delegated authority from CBK and will self-regulate the various
forms of payment, such as cards, cheques, and person-to-person
and Regulations (2014), the PAK's
(P2P) payments. Each payment stream will be categorised into
role is to establish and lead dialogue
payment clearing houses (PCHs). The PCHs will include all
between the major payments
players involved in that payment stream who will develop a
providers (both banks and non-banks)
multilateral agreement among the participants, set clearing
to establish common rules
rules, agree on interchange terms and appoint a system
operator.
and standards.”
FSD has supported formation of the PAK, helping to bring
the major stakeholders together. A project team has
researched international models, gone on study tours and
engaged with CBK and PSMBs in other markets. Currently, this
team is the interim committee responsible for governance but
a nine-member permanent committee will be formed this year.
PAK, with support from FSD, has also facilitated two NPS
certification courses and industry workshops attended
by the public and private sector.
The PAK committee is currently establishing a
secretariat to manage daily activities. While a
CEO has yet to be appointed, progress is
continuing with the first 5-year strategy
already developed. The initial two
PCHs that will be formed are for P2P
payments and cards. While FSD will
continue to support PAK in its first
year of operation, it will rapidly
transition to financially selfsufficiency with support from its
membership.
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Kenya’s youth: an undiscovered dividend

K

enya’s exceptionally young population—over 40% are under 15—is often
referred to as a ticking time bomb. But what if instead it is an opportunity?
This growing population, particularly the 18 to 25-year-olds, has immense market
potential but they’re largely financially underserved—about 23% are completely
financially excluded.

In January 2016, Well Told Story, FSD Kenya and the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation released a report on
the state of digital financial services for Kenyan youth
that focused on their financial “pre-journey,” the
period before they become financially independent
adults.
The findings were illuminating:
 Youth saw money as a means for survival, freedom,
independence, a sense of accomplishment as well
as social capital;
 Formal financial systems often made them feel
controlled and their intentions being questioned
or dismissed as wasteful, unacceptable and
immoral;
 Their perception of savings was accumulating a
set amount of money for something specific—like
partying, clothes or grooming. This is different
from adults, where savings aren’t typically a set
amount for a defined purpose but instead for
long-term use or unanticipated events;
 Structural challenges and a lack of appropriate
products meant they weren’t being served by the
financial system;
 They encouraged adults to take up digital financial
services like M-Pesa but adults were suspicious
and reluctant.

and discipline. This resulted in the development of
Touch Doh. Launched in January 2017, it’s a mobile application styled like a video game that helps young people track their finances and start budgeting. The app is
linked to the user’s M-Pesa account, helping them to
categorise their transactions. Five archetypes were developed from the research: hustler 1, informed hustler 2,
rural moderniser, secret saver and smart saver, each of
which were used to developed characters that young
people could choose from in the app.

There was a disconnect in the understanding and
perception of money between young people and
adults, which is concerning considering adults are the
ones developing financial solutions for youth.

Touch Doh has already been downloaded over 5,000
times and now the focus is on improving it by using
the data generated by users. We expect this data
will provide even more insight into young people’s
financial habits.

Since our research showed that young people already
have experience earning, receiving and managing
money, we switched to focusing on retaining this understanding and teaching them to exercise prudence

Touch Doh is just beginning: we hope it will soon look
at all aspects of young people’s lives and partner
with financial service providers to continue making
mainstream financial solutions for young people fun.
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Kenya’s digital credit revolution

D

igital credit has become Kenya’s most widespread form of credit. As a result,
millions are accessing credit for the first time. Since M-Shwari, Kenya’s first
digital credit product, was launched in 2012 over a quarter of the population has taken
a digital loan.

In 2017, FSD Kenya partnered with the Central Bank of
Kenya (CBK), the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics
(KNBS) and the Consultative Group to Assist the
Poor (CGAP) to help better understand the impact
of this revolution in credit. What is the demand for
digital credit? How does it support households and
livelihoods? What are the potential threats for debtstress and consumer protection?

with phones it nevertheless covers much of Kenya’s
adult population (77.5%). An estimated 19% of those
surveyed were repaying a digital loan against 17% who
were repaying a loan to family or friends and 14% to a
shopkeeper. This reveals the sheer scale of change.
Earlier FinAccess surveys have shown that these latter
two sources of informal credit were far more significant
than any provided by formal financial institutions.

The utility of existing information on emerging credit
markets is limited; these markets are so new and have
spread so rapidly that much data is already out if date.
This includes the FinAccess survey, [insert FinAccess
page address] which is currently only conducted every
three years. Since many credit providers are currently
unregulated, consistent supply-side data is harder to
obtain. A dedicated phone survey was therefore used
to get more up-to-date and focused answers to the
questions raised.

Early digital credit adopters tended to be younger, urban
men but this year’s study shows that is now changing:
45% of digital borrowers were female. Previously, the
most common use for credit was managing day to day
needs. Digital credit seems to be shifting this picture as
the most popular use is now to invest in business.

The preliminary findings make interesting reading.
While the scope of the survey was limited to those

55%

45%

KSH

Male borrowers

Female borrowers

For managing day
to day needs

For managing day
to day needs

19%

were
repaying

a digital loan
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The survey also found some evidence of debt stress,
with 14% of borrowers (900,000 individuals) juggling
multiple loans and almost half reporting having
defaulted or delayed loan repayments. Tracking
the causes and extent will be important to stop this
problem from escalating.

17%

were repaying
a loan to

family or friends

14%

were repaying
a loan to

a shopkeeper
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USSD channel access

B

anks have typically relied on brick and mortar branches and ATMs in
delivering services to customers. These channels are often costly and include
a significant fixed-cost element which inevitably impacts on banking charges.

KSh 10
KSh 1
CAK issued
a directive
requiring
all MNOs to
disclose all
USSD costs

With ubiquitous network coverage
and usage, mobile phones are an
attractive alternative. Many Kenyans
use low cost, basic phones. These
lack the internet connectivity
which characterise more expensive
‘feature’ or ‘smart’ phones. However
it is still possible to establish a
data connection through the
“unstructured
supplementary
service data” (USSD) channel which
is accessible on any phone used
on Kenya’s GSM mobile phone
networks. The user initiates it by
dialling a short-code which then
establishes an interactive dialogue
between the user and remote back
end applications.
Many will be
familiar with dialling ‘*100#’ to access
the mobile network operator’s (MNO)
‘self-help’ menu.
USSD
services
use
MNO’s
infrastructure,
network
and
capacity. In turn, MNOs typically
charge other service providers to
use their USSD services. In Kenya,
the Communications Authority (CA),
the sector regulator, issues licenses
to MNOs to provide USSD services.
The MNOs then engage directly
with providers such as banks who
want to use USSD services. The two
parties will agree on all commercial
aspects, including pricing after
which the MNO issues the provider
with a unique code that customers
can dial to access the provider’s
mobile banking services.
In 2014, FSD Kenya research revealed
that the pricing structures charged
by MNOs varied significantly

across providers. USSD session
charges ranged from KSh 1 to KSh
10; the set-up cost ranged from
KSh 30,000 to KSh 100,000; and
the monthly fees ranged from KSh
10,000 to KSh 100,000. It seemed
that different providers were given
different pricing structures by the
MNOs for the same service giving
rise to competition concerns. While
MNOs may have differing cost
structures, it seemed unlikely they
would differ to that degree. As a
result, the Competition Authority,
with support from FSD, undertook a
market enquiry.
The results released in 2017
confirmed that there were indeed
different prices for providers in
the wholesale market, potentially
foreclosing
the
market
to
competitors. CAK issued a directive
requiring all MNOs to disclose all
USSD costs to ensure that the same
pricing was applied to the MNOs
competitors. CAK also required
the leading MNO to lower session
costs to a standardised KSh 10 from
March 2017 and then lower the cost
to KSh 1 after 8 months.
The implications for inclusion
are significant and far-reaching.
Reduced pricing means lowerincome consumers and smallerscale enterprises will gain access
to
more
affordable
financial
services. And potentially even more
important, it will enable a wider
range of players to offer solutions,
a significant spur to innovation in
financial inclusion.
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The 3rd FSD Kenya annual lecture
on financial inclusion

“Kenya should not blindly adopt the Anglo-American finance model. Kenya should, instead, develop local
financial solutions from the bottom up to meet its financial needs.”
This clarion call was delivered by John Kay, one
of Britain’s leading economists and author of the
award-winning book Other People’s Money at the 3rd
FSD Kenya annual lecture on financial inclusion on
Thursday 9th February 2017. Over 250 guests gathered
to hear Kay’s lecture titled, “Other people’s money:
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making finance serve the needs of the economy.”
He emphasized that it is not always the case that the
larger the financial system a country has, the more
prosperous it is. Rather, “A country can be prosperous
only if it has a well-functioning financial system.”
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Kay also noted that the objective of reform in the
financial industry should be to restore priority and
respect for financial services that meet the needs
of the real economy. Kay who was on his first visit to
Kenya remarked, “For me, financial inclusion is how far
do we go in meeting the needs of the people I met on
Monday,” during field visits to smallholder farmers in
Ndenderu and to a savings group in Kibera.

Kay also took part in other events during the week of
the lecture including: a forum with select business/
financial journalists and columnists to discuss the
role of the media in shaping financial public policy; a
colloquium with senior policymakers and regulators
on the role of regulation; and a guest lecture hosted
by Kenyatta University with students and faculty also
drawn from the Nairobi, Strathmore, Mount Kenya and
JKUAT Universities.
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Key financial results

5

Income
FSD ended the year with a surplus of KSh 1,063
million. This was attributed to core funding received
from SIDA KSh 344 million and the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation KSh 205 million. FSD also
recognised incomes from restricted funding for the
Hunger Safety Net Programme (KSh 2,267 million).
In conformity with international financial reporting
standards, and as has been the case in the past, these
funds are recognised as income only when expenses

are incurred. Additionally, FSD earned a total of KSh
67 million in interest income from the cash held on
fixed deposit.

Expenses
Total programme expenditure for the year was KSh
3,047 million (20% below budget). Management
expenditure was KSh 144 million (7% below budget)
for the year due to lower spending on administration
costs and office procurement.

Income statement

for the year ending 31st December 2017*
2017

2016

KSh millions**

KSh millions**

2,816

2,623

100

-

Finance income1

46

85

Unrealised foreign exchange gain

63

-

3,025

2,708

635

690

Designated projects3

2,267

2,623

Total project expenses

2,902

3,314

145

162

3,047

3,475

0

67

3,047

3,541

(22 )

(834)

INCOME
Grants
Other income

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Project expenses
Core projects2

Administrative expenses
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Unrealised foreign exchange losses
TOTAL COSTS
Surplus/(deficit) for the year
* These are draft figures subject to final audit
** Columns do not add up due to rounding

1
2

3
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Finance income includes interest earned on FSD funds
Core/non-designated projects are funded by donors through unrestricted funds. Unrestricted funds have no conditions regarding the
projects they can be used on.
Designated projects are funded through restricted funds. Restricted funds can only be used on the project specified by donors.
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Balance sheet

As at 31st December 2017*
2017

2016

KSh millions**

KSh millions**

36

12

-

-

Long term loan

38

38

Total non-current assets

74

50

1

9

Short term deposits

234

615

Bank and cash balances

1477

1,134

Total current assets

1712

1,758

TOTAL ASSETS

1786

1,808

1063

1,088

626

562

Accruals

22

83

Tax liability1

75

75

723

720

1786

1,808

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property and equipment
Intangible asset work in progress

Current assets
Receivables

RESERVES AND LIABILITIES
Reserves
Accumulated fund

Current liabilities
Unexpended projects fund

Total current liabilities

TOTAL RESERVES AND LIABILITIES
*These are draft figures subject to final audit
** Columns do not add up due to rounding

1

This amount is an accrual of taxes on which FSD has applied for exemption from the government pending finalisation of the exemption
application.
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Geraldine Makunda
Project manager,
Market information
James Kashangaki
Head, Inclusive growth
Joel Sakwa
Technology officer

Joyce Omondi
Waihiga
Communications
manager
Juliet Mburu
Programme manager,
Platform project
Lydiah Kioko
Senior programme
officer

Martin Kimunya
Office assistant
Lydia Kamande
Office assistant
Michael Mbaka
Senior project manager
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Milka Chebii
Government payment
specialist
Nancy Atello
Programme officer
Plounne Oyunge
Programme manager,
Government payments

Rebecca Etuku
Office administrator
Tamara Cook
Head, Digital
innovations
Valerie Mukuna
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Victor Malu
Head, Future financial
systems
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